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Collegial workplaces depend on teachers’ openness and readiness to improve. They must 

have reference groups of peers for identifying problems and taking action; ample time 

for observations and discussions; and administrators who both encourage teachers and 

accommodate their needs as they explore new collegial relationships. 

 —Susan Moore Johnson 

What Is a Professional Learning Conversation?
The goal of a learning conversation is to improve student learning. Collectively, 

educators possess a wealth of knowledge, skills, and experiences that are invaluable 

resources to each other. When the focus is on improving student learning, educators 

need each other to consider and inspect their practices against the current research. 

There is much to be learned from these collaborative conversations. Structured, 

ongoing learning dialogue can be the most powerful professional development an 

educator will experience.

 What Is a 
Professional 
Learning 
Conversation?

1SECTION
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Section 1  What Is a Professional Learning Conversation?

Why Use a Protocol?
A protocol is a process for guiding a professional learning conversation. The 

purpose of a protocol is to build the skills and promote the culture necessary for 

ongoing collaborative learning. 

A protocol:

1.  Keeps a group conversation focused in order to generate a wealth of helpful 
conversation and feedback in a limited amount of time

2.  Encourages all members of the group to offer their most thoughtful and useful 

feedback and/or insights on a specifi c topic

3. Helps less verbal participants offer their voices into the conversation

4.  Promotes thoughtfulness by allowing personal refl ecting time within a group 

conversation

5.  Encourages lively dialogue featuring multiple perspectives

6.  Requires any individuals presenting their personal work to remain silent so that 

the feedback and insights offered from their colleagues are not lost

7.  Reminds individuals to return to the evidence offered in the text or the video, 

rather than offering opinions, when conversations are focused on current 

research

8.  Provides a safe and supportive structure for all to inspect their practices and 

results of the learning

Where Do You Start With Protocols?
Building a professional learning community takes time. The more directed a 

learning conversation is to an individual’s practice, the more threatening it may 

become. However, the threat is replaced with enthusiasm about improving student 

learning when focused conversations become the norm and individuals become 

skillful in learning together. Protocols enable the dialogue. 

Using protocols to promote dialogue around a common reading assignment is less 

threatening than conversations focused on personal practice and student work. 

The protocols in the beginning of this resource book are a good starting point for 

building skills and creating a climate for learning together. Protocols at the end of 

this resource book are provided for use when skills and a culture exist to support 

collaborative work focused on improving individual practice.
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Why Use Ground Rules?
In addition to the protocol, key tools you need to navigate a professional learning 

conversation are ground rules. 

Ground rules describe behaviors needed to have productive learning conversations. 

They keep participants honest to the process and the goal of the protocol. A school 

or team may adopt one set of ground rules to be used with any protocol. Ground 

rules are created to challenge a group to do its best learning together. A ground rule 

is added when a behavior is getting in the way of learning and removed when it no 

longer challenges the group. A protocol should allow time to refl ect on the ground 

rules and make changes as needed.

It is best to have a limited number of ground rules. More than six may be too many 

for a group to remember. It is important to begin each learning conversation by 

revisiting the ground rules. A useful practice is laminating the ground rules and 

having the group facilitator distribute them at the beginning of the conversation 

and collect them at the end. 

The following are some sample ground rules. Ground rules should be written as 

behaviors.

Figure 1.1

What Is a Professional Learning Conversation?  Section 1  

 Ground Rules for Learning Conversations

1. Bring your most challenging, troublesome work to the conversation.

2.  Celebrate feedback that challenges you to grow. (Praise is nice to 
hear, but does not help you improve.) 

3.  Listen deeply. Do not rehearse what you plan to say while others 
are speaking.

4.  Help others feel comfortable when sharing their thoughts and 
challenges. 

5. Be mindful of the protocol and keep the conversation focused.

6. Share the air, and invite silent members into the conversation.
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4.1 Do You See What I See?
Purpose of th e Protocol: To learn from what others see in the student work. By 

listening fully to what others see in the student work, a teacher may gain 

information about both the learning and the teaching. This protocol 

may be used to address the question of validity of an assessment or an 

assignment by answering, “Does this assessment really assess what it 

intends to assess?” 

Prior to the C onversation: The presenting teacher needs to select three samples 

of student work that represent a range of quality responses to the 

assignment or assessment. For confi dentiality and to remove bias, 

student names are removed and the work is labeled Student A, Student 

B, and Student C. Copies of student work samples are made for 

everyone in the group. 

(2 minutes)   Getting Started. Select 

a facilitator and a 

timekeeper. Review the 

purpose of the protocol 

and ground rules for this 

process.

(8 minutes)    Silent Refl ection. The 

presenting teacher 

distributes the student 

work. Nothing is said 

about the work, its 

context, or the students. 

The participants scan the 

work in silence, making 

notes about what they 

see in the learning (see 

Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 

Section 4  Learning Conversations Focused on Student Work

4.1  Do You See What I See?

• What questions does this work raise for you? 

• What do you think this student is working on?

•  What did you learn about how this student thinks and 
learns? 

• What do you think the teacher was attempting to assess?

Is this student able to transfer this skill to a new situation?

This student is analyzing a graph to look for trends and 

patterns.

The diagram that this student drew next to his answer makes

me think that he needs to “see” the answer before he can

write it.

This student seems to be domonstrating his skill in reading

and analyzing graphs; however, I am seeing that he is having

difficulty writing his responses. I am wondering if this is

really assessing his writing.
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 Learning Conversations Focused on Student Work  Section 4

(8 minutes)    Describing the Work. The facilitator asks, “What did you see in the 

work?” Participants respond without judgment about the quality of the 

work and the evidence of learning that they see. If judgments emerge, 

the facilitator reminds the speaker to describe the evidence on which 

the judgment was made. The presenting teacher remains quiet and takes 

notes. 

(8 minutes)    Raising Questions and Hunches. The facilitator asks:

   •    What questions does this work raise for you? 

   •    What do you think this student is working on? 

   •    What did you learn about how this student thinks and learns? 

   •    What do you think the teacher was attempting to assess?

           Group members offer their questions and ideas. The presenting teacher 

remains quiet and takes notes.

(15 minutes)  Dialogue. At the facilitator’s invitation, the presenting teacher responds 

to anything learned from colleagues or any questions he or she wants to 

pursue. The facilitator asks: 

   •    What new perspectives did you learn about student learning from 

your colleagues? 

   •    What questions were raised that you may wish to pursue to 

improve the learning? 

   •    Are there new ideas that you might like to try in your classroom?

           The presenting teacher invites other colleagues into the discussion.

(5 minutes)    Refl ection on the Conversation. The group discusses how they 

experienced this conference and what they learned. 

Adapted from the Collaborative Assessment Conference Protocol by the Coalition of 

Essential Schools. Box 1969, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912.

www.essentialschools.org
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